Amplifying the worth of traditional Pharmacopeias by utilizing integrative technologies

In order to best serve the needs of an expanding world population there is a critical need to better understand traditional pharmacopeias before much of their value is lost through aculturization and globalization. This is particularly true for those which are currently understudied and the value of their phytochemicals unknown. In the past most of these endeavors resulted in a list of plants with their associated uses without delineating if they were used alone or as part of a polyherbal formulation. Most studies did not provide information regarding the extent of this knowledge within the traditional group, or if this knowledge was known elsewhere. This practice tended to generate the notion of finite exclusivity without providing proof that this was actually the case. Moreover, since the talents and methods of those conducting these initial studies varied widely, little effort was made to provide adequate information on both selective processes and preferences as well as modes of collection, preparation and use were achieved or how these factors within the context of use could affect “conventional” clinical outcomes. In the laboratory, laboratory studies were often applied without carefully reviewing available data on the chemical composition or bioreactivities of the same or related plants or how common relationships between related target organisms or diseases could be exploited to expand the value of bioactive ingredients. Without these data, the potential of their clinical worth, bioactive capacities or chemical compositions were often compromised. This frequently led to expending much time, effort and treasure on a pharmacopeia’s evaluation without guidance has how these efforts could be optimized. This paper will provide examples on how a better understanding of the worth of a pharmacopeia can be achieved by employing integrative methods and the talents and cooperation of many specialist scientists. Ethnomedical/dental focusing efforts among African and Amazonian indigenous populations have already indicated that popular remedies are likely to be the most beneficial by containing bioactive compounds targeting the disease process. Evaluations are further enhanced by applying dereplicative techniques so that adequate sourcing of relevant information available in primary and secondary data and online data bases are critically reviewed and incorporated into the evaluation process. These techniques are not only valuable in better understanding the therapeutic rationale behind the use of single and polyherbal plant remedies but are an important prerequisite to the identification of bioactive compounds. These methods when applied to “phylogenetic amplification” have already been successfully applied by the pharmaceutical industry to prevent extirpation of an endangered medicinal plant (Taxus brevifolia) by utilization of precursor molecules from related Taxus species in their development of anticancer compounds. Additional disease targets which share phytoc hemical cross sensitivities, have been identified among related viruses and protozoa but await pharmaceutical interest. Thus integrative studies have proven valuable in authenticating worthy herbal remedies in the context of use, of elucidating the rationale behind the use of complex formulations designed to contain ingredients with complementary bioreactivities as well as providing alternate plant sources to the pharmaceutical industry.
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